Effects of surface-bound water and surface stereochemistry on cell adhesion to crystal surfaces.
Crystals of calcium-(R,S)-tartrate trihydrate were used as adhesion substrates (for A6 epithelial cells), to study specific stages in cell adhesion. Events such as surface recognition, cell attachment, spreading, motility, cell-cell aggregation, and cell penetration into the crystal bulk are all shown to depend on the molecular structure of the various crystal faces. These crystals exhibit three chemically equivalent, yet structurally distinct, faces. On the {100}, a layered surface exposing bound water, the cells attach, are motile, and tend to form multicellular aggregates, but do not spread and do not form focal contacts. Following prolonged incubation, single cells attached to the {100} surface undergo apoptosis, while those interacting with other cells are rescued. Macroscopic spiral dislocations emerging on the {100} face of the crystal are highly adhesive for cells. Cells attached to these sites develop long protrusions that penetrate into the crystal. The {011} faces expose mainly hydroxyls attached to the chiral carbons. The cells interact extensively with these faces, are immobilized, do not spread, do not form focal contacts, and subsequently die. The faces belonging to the {0kl}¿ family are characterized by molecular and topographical steps. The cells attach to these faces, spread, and form focal contacts and stress fibers. Thus the molecular character of the crystal surfaces, including the presence of bound water, the exposure of determinants that promote rapid surface recognition, and the effective association with extracellular adhesive proteins, affect the patterns of cell adhesive behavior and fate.